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PHYSICS

( General )

Course : 201

( Optics )

Full Marks: 56

Pass Marks: 22

Time : 2V2 hours

Thefigures in the margin indicatefull marks
for the questions

1. v55l^ ^ : 1x5=5

Choose the correct answer from the following;

(a) W

(i)

(ii) ^

(Hi) ^
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( 2 )

What will be the effect on interference

fringes if red light is replaced by blue
light?

(i) Fringe width will increase

(ii) Fringe width will decrease

(iii) Fringe width will remain same

(b) ^

(i)

(ii)

(ui) ^

(iv)

The image formed by an objective of a
compound microscope is
(i) virtual and diminished

(ii) real and diminished

(iii) real and enlarged

(iv) virtual and enlarged

(c) Jia|<qvo<p

(i) ^
(U) ^
(iU) ^
(iv) (3^ ^

I
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( 3 )

Refractive index of a material is equal to
tangent of polarising angle. It is called

(i) Brewster's law

(ii) Malus law

(iii) Lambert's law

(iv) Bragg's law

(d) ^RviU-ll^,

(i) WT 2IR5IH

(ii)

(iii)

In diffraction phenomenon, the bright
Singes are of

(i) equal intensities

(U) unequal intensities

(iii) zero intensity

(e) X

"5IH ^

(i) (2n-l)X/4

(ii) {2n-l)X/2

(iii) riX

(iv) (2n + l)X/2
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( 4 )

For constructive interference between

two monochromatic light waves of
wavelength X, the path difference should
be

(i)

(ii)

(Hi)

(iv)

(2n-l)A./4

(2n-l)X/2

ttX

(2n + l)X/2

15^ I CT>3[^ 1%
"5^ ? 18 cm 14 cm

^tfRvs ^ I 1^ef

i%5iR^'^? 3+1+2=6

Obtain the condition for aichromatism in case
of a combination of two lenses of focal lengths
fi and /2 at a distance d apart. What will be
the condition when the two lenses are of the
same material? Two lenses of focal lengths
18 cm and 14 cm are placed at a certain
distance apart. The combination acts as an
achromat. Calculate the separation between
the lenses.

V U R

2mm ^ i 5
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( 5 )

Establish the relation, for refraction at a
single spherical surface

^2

V

_ n2 - Til

u R

712 > rii and the symbols have their usual
significances.

4.' ^p?fT «RT1R»
^ CW 4+1=5

Give the construction and working principle
of a Ramsden eyepiece. Why is it called a
positive eyepiece?

5. i% ^ ^ ^
1% W *tf^ ®35Si^®T

10"^

1 m ^TffR ^ #FR^ ^ I
A. = 5893 A) 1+2+1+2=6

What sure coherent sources? What are the
conditions for sustained interference of light?
Show how energy redistribtition occurs in
case of interference of light. Calculate the
fnnge-width of interference pattern produced
in double-slit experiment with two slits
10"^ m apart on a screen 1 m away.
(Given, X=5893 A)
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( 6 )

^'^/Or

(SRTfSR ^ I

^ Wf C^PC-il'sp 1^«|%

? 3+3=6

Describe the formation of interference fringes
in case of Fresnel's biprism experiment. How
can you determine the wavelength of
monochromatic light with the help of this
experiment?

6, "5in?T ^5IR5 'V)|̂ \s

1% ? v£l^ fljg^ |)1CHR>*
2IR®!R ^JRIT I C^tR

^ I 1+1+4+1=7

What is diffraction of Ught? Explain the
difference between interference and
diffraction. Discuss Fraunhofer diffraction
pattern due to a single slit giving analytically
the distribution in intensity in the pattern.
Find expression for width of central mflvima

7. Qp^sqsR ^tf-^<fR<p|oi <p|<^ C4IC®T ? CT >t>|V9^
XS^N^nSR (^WS C^3PF®f ^
'̂̂ fJR ^«R^ p ^9^ vS^snSR

^ 2i^ "5^3^ SfRRU ^IPR i£R5
TO I 2+2+3=7
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( 7 )

What are FresneFs half-period zones? Show
that the area of a half-period zone on a plane
wavefront is essentially independent of the
order of the zone. Show that the intensity at a
point P due to the whole wavefront is only
one-fourth of that due to the first-half period
zone alone.

Or

dH *fR^ ^Ri ^IRIT <p^l 1

SfFRlR .Rvo^®I oic*lR» ^
^ I 4+2+1=7^

Describe FresneFs diffraction at a straight
edge. Find the conditions of maxima and
minima and sketch the intensity distribution
curve for diffraction at a straight edge.

•f^2f|̂ 5R«t "TOT 1% ? i4<poi ^STBR ^1^ ?FPf£f®n^

^jm w I crort^ ^ tow
1+5+2=8

What is double refraction? Describe the

construction and action of a Nicol prism.
Explain how a Nicol prism is used to produce
and analyze plane polarised light.

^TOW ^5T^ ^W CTOT?

^Sfi^ ^®nw "TOT 1% ?
£i(.voj<pc^ »iic.<pi\>il<p ^tn2R«T Rut ^5(1^ <^^#1 Rrt I

1 + 1+1+2+^2+^2+1=7
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( 8 )

Define optic axis and principal section of
a crystal. What is an uniaxial crystal?
What do you mean by positive and
negative crystals? Give an example of
each. What is the difference between the

two?

Or

#PIT I ^ <||V|Nvo' ^1^
1% ? TfSJ^X^ v5l^ >iil|Q|-^lcrJ^<l> ^

«)lC8rc<i C^TR^ ^ I
f%5iH 2IR«fR "sipT T5iT«fr ?

1+2+2+1+1=7

What is optical activity? Give two
examples of optically active substance.
What are the Biot's laws for rotatory
polarisation? What are dextrorotatory
and levorotatory substances? Two
polarising sheets have their polarising
directions parallel so that the intensity of
the transmitted light is maximum.
Through what angle must one be turned
if the intensity is to drop one half?

★ ★ ★
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